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Australia is a country of growing families and ever-expanding 
washing piles. Recognising the changing needs of families,  
ASKO has introduced its new XL range of washing machines. 

Deeper than ever before
The new front loading washing machines in the ASKO XL range, the W8844XL 
and the W8844XL ECO, both boast a drum that is deeper than ASKO’s 60L 
models. The XL 80L drum’s huge 10kg capacity gives you more room per load 
and allows you to wash large items.

The perfect fit for your growing family
The ASKO XL 80L drum machine has every stage of life covered. Extra 
capacity to handle larger loads means you can wash less often, giving you 
more time to do the things you enjoy. Over a 10 year period your family situation 
may change, and an ASKO XL 80L can adapt to this change with you. 

Bigger loads, gentler on clothes
With its huge capacity, the XL 80L lets you wash large items like doonas, rugs 
and large down coats at home, meaning fewer trips to the drycleaner. With 12 
washing programs on the W8844XL and 15 on the W8844XL ECO, there is a 
cycle to tackle even the toughest stains and the most delicate of fabrics. Along 
with the 80 litre XL drum, the XL washing machines includes all the intelligent 
features ASKO is famous for, including Active Drum, SmartSeal and Quattro 
stability control meaning optimum care for your laundry and your family.  

Protecting your family 
Like all ASKO products, the new XL range is designed with your family’s safety 
in mind. The detergent compartment is equipped with a colour coded and child 
lockable detergent drawer making it safe and easy to use. The machine’s door 
can also be pushed open from the inside if one of your little ones decides to 
crawl in. 

Efficient and green
ASKO products have long been some of the most efficient on the market 
and the XL washing machine range is no exception, featuring a 5 star energy 
rating and a 4.5 star WELS water rating. The SensiSave sensor-controlled 
adaptive technology, a feature of all ASKO washing machines, means water 
consumption and the main wash time are adjusted to perfectly suit your load, 
saving both water and energy.

Like all ASKO washing machines, the XL range is professionally constructed 
with a focus on durability, sustainability and design. The XL washing machines 
join ASKO’s award winning stable of laundry appliances, including state of the 
art washing machines, tumble dryers and drying cabinets.

INTRODUCING ASKO’S  
BIGGEST EVER WASHING MACHINE 
The new XL range rolls size, efficiency and safety into a laundry appliance that can handle all your growing family’s needs.
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Readers can visit www.asko.com.au or phone 1300 002 756 to locate their 
nearest stockist.

The W8844XL ECO is part of ASKO’s new range 
made for growing families

The XL drum is deeper than the 60L models giving 
you more room per load


